
CASE STUDY:
Kreftforeningen – The Norwegian Cancer Society

The Norwegian 
Cancer Society 
wanted a smooth 
transition from 

their existing AP automation 
tool which required a lot of 
maintenance, to a new, improved 
maintenance-free solution. With 
a new solution and effective 
invoice management in place, 
the Cancer Society can regain its 
focus on its main task: fighting 
cancer.

The Norwegian Cancer Society 
handles around 8,400 invoices 
a year. Because their important 
work is their highest priority, 
they do not want to spend 
much time or resource on 
invoice management. The older 
billing solution required a lot 
of maintenance because it was 
based on older technology so 
they decided to move to Basware 
Purchase to Pay , a robust SaaS 
(Software as a Service) solution 
based on new technology. With 
Basware, the Norwegian Cancer 
Society gets an automated 
solution for inbound invoices. 
Invoices with the correct 
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fOR ITS CRITICAL WORk

gIvES CANCER SOCIETY MORE TIME

NEW AUTOMATED INvOICE SOLUTION

”WE IN ThE NORWEgIAN 
CANCER SOCIETY ALWAYS 
fOCUS ON ThE BEST 
pOSSIBLE USE Of OUR 
MONEY IN vIEW Of OUR 
DONORS AND pURpOSE. 
IN ThAT WAY, WE MUST 
BE ThE BEST AND MOST 
EffECTIvE IN ALL 
AREAS. fOR US IT WAS 
IMpORTANT TO gET A NEW 
SYSTEM ThAT WORkED 
AS CLOSELY AS pOSSIBLE 
TO hOW WE USED TO 
WORk, pREvIOUSLY, 
WITh ThE LATEST 
fUNCTIONALITY AND 
SOLUTIONS. ThEREfORE, 
WE ChOSE TO SWITCh TO 
TODAY’S SOLUTION fROM 
BASWARE.”, 
 
german Acosta Bello 
a specialist consultant at the 
Norwegian Cancer society



reference are automatically sent 
to the approver, but if something 
is missing from the invoice or 
not recognised, it is stopped and 
sent for checking before it is 
forwarded.

BETTER fUNCTIONALITY

The older accounts 
payable solution 
that the Norwegian 
Cancer Society had 

was built on older technology 
that is now heavy and costly to 
maintain. The solution consisted 
of several modules each requiring 
their own login. Today, every 
user has one single login that 
provides access to all the relevant 
functionality, according to their 
user rights and requirements.

Previously, the Norwegian 
Cancer Society had to 
manually write down changes 
to users in one Excel sheet 
and submit these changes to 
Basware for processing. Now 
changes can easily be made 
in the Basware Purchase to 

Pay administrator module. If 
small setup configurations are 
required, they can be easily 
and quickly arranged, without 
involving additional support.. The 
user interface itself has been 
improved, as has the search 
feature of the new solution, and it 
helps administrators, super users 
and common users to handle the 
solution intuitively, thus saving 
time throughout invoice process.

gOOD COMMUNICATION 
WAS ThE kEY
Basware solved obstacles 
when they arose through the 
implementation process. Testing 
and feedback were given 
during the process and the 
interaction worked well. “We had 
a description of what we saw for 
us with specific requirements. 
There was a good dialogue with 
the consultants at Basware, 
and they had completed all the 
requirements we had for a new 
solution. Where there have been 
any questions along the way, we 
have only been a short phone call 

apart”, says Acosta Bello. “We 
are very pleased to have started 
with Basware Purchase to Pay, 
and we now have an effective and 
future-oriented solution for our 
handling of invoices,” concludes 
Acosta Bello.

WWW.BASWARE.COM

ABOUT BASWARE
Basware is the global leader in providing purchase-to-pay and e-invoicing 
solutions in the world of commerce. We empower companies to unlock value 
across their financial operations by simplifying and streamlining key financial 
processes. Our Basware Commerce Network enables easy collaboration 
between buyers and suppliers of all sizes. With Basware, businesses can 
introduce completely new ways of buying and selling to achieve significant 
cost savings and boost their cash flow.

German Acosta Bello is a specialist 
consultant in the Norwegian Cancer 
Society.

https://twitter.com/basware
http://www.linkedin.com/company/basware
https://www.facebook.com/BaswareCorporation/

